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Take the apologetics survey!

Get more apologetics infographics!

Use the apologetics Venn diagram tool! 
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A very brief summary

God
People in other religions often 
have a wrong idea of God that 

needs correcting

Religious 

 + Cultists

Man
People in other religions often 
have a wrong idea of man that 

needs correcting

WORLDVIEWS
+ BELIEFS

Comparing

Compares and 
contrasts 
Christianity with 
other religions 
and belief 
systems.

Christianity is 
shown to be true 
in comparison to 
alternative 
beliefs.

Physical Universe
You explore the relationship 

between God and creation

You're primarily 
comparing and 
contrasting Christianity 
with other beliefs.

SCRIPTURE

Abstract Reality
You get into some pretty 

deep stuff when comparing 
worldviews

People in 
Christian cults 
are challenged 
with proper 
understanding of 
Scripture in 
hopes of 
correcting false 
beliefs.

STARTING 

POINTS

Fulfilled Prophecy
Fulfilled prophecy about Jesus 
confirms the Bible is from God

Miracles
Miracles in the Bible confirm its 

spiritual message

Worldviews
Theism is shown to be superior 

to all other worldviews

Reliability of the Bible
The Bible is reliable in what it 

reports and in transmission

Biblical Events
Archaeology confirms biblical 

events, people and places

 Coherency + 
Consistency

Christianity is the only coherent 
and consistent system of 

thought

Eyewitness Evidence 
of the Apostles

The apostles didn't make up 
Jesus's resurrection

Theology + 
Doctrine

This is very important to you 
since you are engaging 

contrary ideas

YOUR FOCUS

These topics are central to your 

defense of Christianity

Changed Lives
You point to the power of the 

gospel to change lives

Uniqueness of 
Jesus/Christianity

Jesus stands out among the 
founders and leaders of all 

other religions
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